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Compared with the traditional industrial technology and
modern information technology, what does the future intelligent technology mean? What are the nature, origin, and goal
of intelligent technology? What are its impacts on the development of human society? More than 80 years ago, inspired by “Hilbert’s Programme” of mathematical
axiomatization and mechanization, and Principles of Mathematics written by Russell and Whitehead, Church and his
doctoral candidate Turing proposed “Lambda Operation” and
“Turing Machine,” respectively, which were equivalent
mathematically, constituting the well-known “Church-Turing
Thesis.” The studies on computer, information industry and
artificial intelligence (AI) were generated. In 2016, the
emergence of AlphaGo Technology made people suddenly
realize the power of AI. Significantly, it brought us a new
thesis, namely “AlphaGo Thesis” [1]. As shown in Fig. 1, we
have developed to the present day based on “Church-Turing
Thesis,” and we shall believe that “AlphaGo Thesis” will
advance to tomorrow.
The core connotations of the so-called “AlphaGo Thesis”
are ① parallel philosophy. Both virtuality and reality are not
philosophical categories opposite to each other any more,
instead, they are an integrated process parallelly interacting
and entangling with each other. The philosophy should be
extended to “believing” from “being” and “becoming.” ②
Paradigm shift. It shifts from Newtonian paradigm of “big
law, small data” to Merton paradigm of “big data, small law.”
③ Data intelligence. The data are the main raw material used
to generate intelligence. Big data are generated from small

Fig. 1 From “Church-Turing Thesis” to “AlphaGo Thesis”: toward intelligent industry and smart society

data, and precise knowledge or deep intelligence for specific
scenarios or specific problems is extracted from the big data.
That is to say, the process of “small data–big data–deep intelligence” will become the standard process of the intelligent
industry.
In order to achieve healthy development and benefit
maximization of AI and intelligent industry, the understanding about the intelligent science and technology must be first
of all changed. Nevertheless, as what has been said by
Smolin, a modern physicist, “That is philosophy when
thoughts change your thoughts…, that is science when facts
change your thoughts.” The reason why we have selected
“parallel” as the breakthrough to discuss and study parallel
philosophy is that the breakthrough for the modern science
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120 years ago was “parallel”! At that time, the size of the
natural physical world for human to study became smaller
and smaller, from molecule to atom and particle; then, it
became bigger and bigger, from the earth to the entire universe; the speed became faster and faster, for which, the light
speed must be considered. Especially, with black-body radiation and gravitational deflection, “the facts change the
thoughts,” leading to the generation and development of new
sciences of quantum mechanics and relativity. People have
eventually realized in space, “parallel lines can intersect.” In
this case, human went into the non-European space from the
classical European space, and constructed a new science
system of the modern physics, which made manufacturing of
the semi-conductor computer come true and allowed us to
have the present information technology and industry.
Nowadays, thanks to the rapid popularization of mobile
internet and smart phone, the sizes of the social phenomena
have become smaller and smaller, and nearly every person,
matter, and emotion must be considered. At the same time,
they have become bigger and bigger, from one country to the
whole world, and the speed has become faster and faster. The
speed of the online information is the light speed in nature,
from “online tumor” to “online celebrity,” and new phenomena emerge continuously, triggering the call for new arts
and new engineering sciences. People have clearly realized
that, just like the shift from the classical physics to modern
physics one hundred years ago, the social science must have a
similar revolution to create “quantum mechanics” and “relativity” for social study and transform the science, engineering, humanities & social sciences. At this time, we must
“change the thoughts with thoughts,” seek for philosophical
breakthroughs and extend to “believing” from the cores of the
classical philosophy “being” and “becoming,” thus shaping
the new science philosophy about the intelligent technology
in the new age. It is believed that the breakthrough is still
“parallel.” To find the extension and sublimation of the intersection between the parallel lines in the physical world,
one must make virtuality and reality to intersect in parallelism, and make the entanglement in the quantum mechanics
turn into the technology and engineering of parallel philosophy, and make the internet of things (IoT), big data, cloud
computing, robot, blockchain, machine learning, and AI
become the describable, predictable, and guidable scientific
means used to convert “Utopian social engineering” to
“piecemeal social engineering.”

1
The third Axial Age and wisdom
globalization
Since the appearance of Alpha Go, people have suddenly
realized that the “old IT” representing information technology in the past has turned into the “new IT” representing
intelligent technology in the new age. At the same time, as
shown in Fig. 2, the persons of insight have realized that the

“aged IT” representing industrial technology, which changed
the human society one hundred years ago, must be redefined.
We must combine and develop the three parallel worlds that
interweave and interact with each other recognized by Popper, a philosopher of science, and break through the Axial
Age idea proposed by philosopher Jaspers, so as to make the
three “aged, old, and new ITs” become the main tools for
developing the physical world (world 1), mental world
(world 2), and artificial world (world 3), thus entering into
the third Axial Age [2,3].

Fig. 2
Age

Smart globalization with positive sum in the third Axial

Therefore, the parallelism among the three “ITs” has a
profound philosophical foundation and support. The modern
history of humankind is a history of exploiting the “three
worlds” and improving humans and society. The “aged IT”
exploited the physical world from the agriculture covering
the surface resources to industry covering the underground
resources, which to some extent eliminated the social difference in the humankind caused by ties of blood and
asymmetrical resources. The “old IT” exploited the mental
world from the telephone to television and mobile internet,
and from the information-based society to the digital society,
which is eliminating the social difference in the humankind
caused by asymmetrical rationality and information. Nevertheless, asymmetry is the eternal power for the development
of human society. New power is generated from new asymmetry, and the human society is advanced in this way. The
emergence of AI just meets the need for developing the artificial world, makes the data become new “mineral reserves”
and “energy” for the development of humankind, and makes
the “new IT” become a new tool to develop the artificial
world. The historic mission of AI is to reduce and even
eliminate the social difference caused by asymmetry of intelligence and knowledge, thereby, allow humankind to develop better and more perfectly.
From 800 BC to 200 BC, a number of philosophers appeared independently in the “two rivers” of the Middle East,
India, and China. They generated the overall self-awareness
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of humankind, leading to great awakening of humanity and
making breakthroughs in philosophy. In order to depict this
grand chapter in the book of human history, Jaspers invented
the expression of Axial Age [4]. Obviously, the Axial Age
proposed by Jaspers focuses on the physical world, but the
mental world and artificial world also need to have their own
Axial Age. It can be easily seen that the Axial Age of the
mental world is just the great awakening of human rationality
in the Renaissance. It spends about 600 years for Copernicus,
Galileo, Newton, and Einstein on making scientific breakthroughs. Godel’s incompleteness theorem proposed ninety
years ago and the “principle of bounded rationality” proposed
by Herbert Simon, one of the creators of AI and ever won the
Nobel Economics Prize, are regarded as the beginning of
Axial Age in the artificial world, which is the great awakening of human spirituality or intelligence. The Axial Age in the
artificial world will certainly lead to breakthroughs in technology, and shape the development period led by intelligent
science and technology. Centering on the corresponding axes
from humanity, rationality, intelligence to philosophy, science, and technology, people are advancing to the beautiful
goal step by step with increasingly clear means.
According to Marx Weber and Alfred Weber, humanity as
well as the nature of human leads to the emergence of axial
phenomenon in human society [4]. Human has the instincts of
fear, voracity, and idleness. Therefore, it is necessary for
human beings to communicate, compare, seek consensus,
specify standards, enhance efficiency, and “stay lazy” together. In this case, “axis” has been formed, and “globalization” movement has been shaped. ① In the physical world,
the material occupation only had one situation, that is, “you
have but I do not,” thus resulting wars, invasions, oppressions, and colonizations. Therefore, globalization in world 1
was “negative sum” in nature. In the globalization movement
of world 1, Chinese nation initially achieved “the same language on books, the same track for vehicles, and the same
ethics for behaviors,” and then “measured with the same
metrics and lived in the same area.” Finally, they unified
characters, money, and metrology. China made the magnificent globalization feat of “the Silk Road” at the end of the
first axis and promoted the construction of human civilization. ② In the mental world, since the Great Geographical
Discovery, humankind has greatly extended the transaction
activities between each other, which has led the “free trade”
to become a new paradigm of development, therefore, making globalization of “zero sum” become possible. At the
beginning of this wave of globalization, Chinese nation
lagged far behind although there was the activity of “Zheng
He’s seven voyages to the Indian Ocean.” The reform and
opening-up for more than 40 years has finally shaped China
into a prosperous country in the world. Nevertheless, the
ideological trend of “America First” has caused a big danger
to the “free trade” of “zero sum,” so it is necessary to seek
new thoughts for development.
The new thought lies in the new thinking mode, that is to

say, to abandon “stock thinking,” embrace “increment
thinking,” develop world 3, and create a new globalization
movement. Why? Because the artificial world is different
from the other two worlds, nearly “creating things from
nothing” based on knowledge. Everyone can share at the
same time in the artificial world. This is another kind of
“quantum parallel world,” which ensures the third wave of
globalization movement centered on the development of the
artificial world. The globalization in the artificial world is
“positive sum” and “multi-win containment” in nature. This
is a globalization movement of wisdom, which has made
“marginal utility” gradually become a new paradigm of the
new intelligent economics. The artificial world is far bigger
than the Pacific Ocean or even any physical region. It is
believed that this globalization can not only provide respective development spaces for China and America (G2), but
also provide sufficient development spaces for Group of
Twenty (G20), or even provide all the necessary development
spaces for all the countries in the world. On this occasion, it is
hoped that “the Belt and Road Initiative” proposed by China
become the trailbreaker of the new wave of wisdom globalization, and thus, the human community with a shared future
will be constructed and Chinese Dream in the new age will be
realized.

2 New infrastructure in the new age and the
integration of new engineering sciences and
arts
Since the beginning of the history, humankind has been
carrying out “infrastructure construction” just like making a
web by a spider. The “web” has been made from the first
world to the third world, and the result is a “Grid Web” bigger
than the “Network Web.” The first big web “Grids 1.0” is the
main network of the physical world, that is, the communication network, and the second big web “Grids 2.0” is the energy network, which has been made since more than 100
years ago, spanning over the “three worlds” since the beginning of the first world. The third big web “Grids 3.0” is the
main network of the mental world, that is, the information
network, which is represented by the internet, and the fourth
big web “Grids 4.0” is IoT connected in the “three worlds” in
series, of which, the core purpose is oriented at the world
digitalization in world 3. The fifth big web “Grids 5.0” is the
main network of the artificial world, that is, Internet of Minds
(IoM) [5]. In the internet, people are “passively connected.” In
the IoT, people are “pervasively connected.” In the IoM,
people are “prescriptively connected.” Therefore, IoM must
be constructed if people want to dominate the social development, and only in this way, intelligent economics can be
shaped and the smart society can come into being. Currently,
under the influence of “Big 5G” infrastructure construction,
the social formation has undergone profound changes. New
logistics starts to trigger the five emerging forms including
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the social traffic, social energy, social computing, social
manufacturing, and social intelligence, of which, social intelligence is the key to intelligent industry and smart city.
“Big 5G” will integrate the three worlds into one unit, and
shape the cyber–physical–social systems (CPSSs) with the
parallelism of virtuality and reality based on the “three
worlds.” All the countries are focusing on digital twins, software twins, and virtual twins, which are the cores of intelligence infrastructure construction. CPSSs place the “society,”
namely, the human behavior and relationship, at the central
position. “Man is the measurement of everything,” and also the
measurement of intelligence, in this case, the
“five-power-in-one” situation has been shaped. The five powers are “power of data,” “power of computing,” “power of
algorithm,” “power of network,” and “power of blockchain,”
which promote the industrial development and the entrance
into “Industry 4.0” and “Industry 5.0,” so as to complete the
two major stages of the third industrial revolution (Fig. 3).
Therefore, the importance of blockchain or similar technologies must be emphasized. “Knowledge categories” and
“Monadao” method have been shaped by blockchain and the
developing decentralized autonomous organization (DAO)
technology, combined with the philosophical idea of “monad” originated from Leibniz and reconstructed by the
mathematics category theory. This process has made the
ancient Chinese philosophical idea “Dao” become a kind of
modern intelligence engineering and technical requirements,
and allowed the future intelligent technology to move towards “TRUE DAO,” namely:

Only in this way can the machines and humankind do the

Fig. 3

right things in the right ways with the new complicated
intelligent technologies in the social organization. This trend
will certainly impact on the education system at all levels
from kindergarten to graduate school. As the current education system in China is not much different from the old-style
private school system which prevailed a hundred years ago, it
does not conform to the knowledge structure and application
method of intelligent industry, so it is hard to fulfill the task
for the construction of smart society. Therefore, the education
should be parallel and intelligentized at first, and the
new-type interdisciplinary talents for intelligent industry
should be systematically cultivated as soon as possible by
profoundly considering the teaching design of the new humanities & social sciences and new engineering sciences as
well as their deep integration [6].

3 Essences and goals of intelligent industry
and intelligent economics
The essence of intelligent industry lies in creating new
spaces and resources while extending the scope and degree of
sharing, improving efficiency, and reducing cost with the
CPSS infrastructure platform through parallel interaction
between virtuality and reality. Fig. 4 provides the framework
of the future intelligent “parallel machine”: the physical,
social, and cyber spaces will be opened up, and the “Newton
machine” in the physical form and “Merton machine” defined
by the software will be combined. The emergence of the
phenomena at the edge will be converged with the merging of
the cloud platform. Human workers and “knowledgeable
robot workers” will be integrated into one body to create the

New engineering sciences, arts, and integrated studies for new infrastructure in the new age
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Fig. 4

Parallel workers and machines in parallel enterprises

“all-in-one” new-type “parallel workers” with the “combination of human and machines, merging knowledge and
action, and virtuality and reality,” thus achieving the new
work pattern and process of “small data–big data–deep intelligence.” The “parallel machine” will not cause unemployment, but instead, it can create a lot of new types of better
and healthier jobs for people, and help people transform from
“code workers” to “intelligent workers.” With respect to the
parallel enterprises, parallel workers, and parallel machines,
the core is the knowledge automation, and the “automation of
intelligence” of AI will be further formed.
One significant feature of intelligent industry which interacts in parallel between virtuality and reality is that it is
safer and more reliable, and can “make a gain in wit after a
fall into a pit,” which means “a fall into a pit” in the artificial
world will “make a gain in wit” in the real world. One important application of this method is to eliminate “black swan
events” to make “long tail effect” normalized and regularized, namely the “δ-ε long-tail normalization” theory. This
idea, supported by the parallel test and parallel vision technologies, has achieved a successful practice in the Intelligent
Vehicle Future Challenge (IVFC) lasting for 12 years [7,8].
What is the core scientific problem of AI? As shown in
Fig. 5, when the complexity of the problem increases, the
difference between the cognition of human and the essence of
the problem increases gradually, creating “Lighthill cognitive
gap” or “modeling gap” of complexity (model and actuality,
and cognition and reality, in the simple “Newton systems” are
totally different from those in the complicated “Merton systems”). Combination of the big data and parallel intelligence
is one of the most promising methods available to overcome
the cognitive gap. End-to-end binding between virtuality and
reality can be achieved from “gap-filling with data” to “parallel bridging.” Experiments and creations will be conducted
in the virtual world at first because the nature of big data is
“speaking with data” and “the best way to predict the future is
to create the future.” Thereafter, the ACP method for parallel

intelligence will be derived naturally. ACP involves artificial
systems based on the digital twins, software twins, and virtual
twins, computational experiments based on emulation, simulation, and imitation, and parallel execution based on decision generation, decision recommendation, and decision
support. The descriptive, predictive, and orientative
knowledge and intelligence are generated, and the parallel
control and parallel management systems for dual-feedback
and big closed-loop of virtuality and reality are eventually
shaped. In this case, the “small data–big data–deep intelligence” circulation process will be intelligent, converting the
natural society of uncertainty, diversity and complexity
(UDC) into the engineering systems of agility, focus and
convergence (AFC). As a result, “all changes shall adapt to
being unchanged” in the virtual world with parallelism. The
small data will be turned into big data, and the big data will be
refined into deep intelligence. Once there is any problem, it
can be solved with the “smart contract” of the blockchain in
the real world according to the thought that “being unchanged
shall adapt to all changes,” and thereby, the realistic task of
the UDC will be turned into the working competence of the
AFC [9,10]. Mathematically, it is to establish the Newton
equation in a real system, and the Merton equation in a virtual
system, so as to form parallel dual equations, and make them
entangle, parallel, and intersect. A number of remarkable
research results have been obtained with this train of
thought [11–13].

Fig. 5 Parallel intelligence and cognitive gap based on ACP (artificial systems, computational experiments, and parallel execution)
and big data

The intelligentization and smartness of management
economy guarantee the benefits of intelligent industry.
Therefore, management economy is the second field impacted by AI after education. The reason is obvious, because
intelligent technology has transformed the basic elements of
economic management as well as their association. For example, the robot has changed the productivity, big data
changed the means of production, and blockchain changed
the relations of production, and so on. Meanwhile, the com-
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bination of big data and blockchain has provided solid
foundation for the intelligent construction of management
economy, and made AI become the driven force to promote
the social intelligence rather than just studying the “toy
issue.”
More importantly, the essence of intelligent economics
and smart society is the revolutionary extension of the
commodity space. From the agricultural economy to industrial economy, the main cause is the commercialization of the
non-commodity in the original mental world. For example,
“fashion” is a new commodity which can be mass-produced
by textile machines and textile. Malthus’s poverty trap, which
broke the “curse” of diminishing marginal utility in the agricultural society, increased gain yield, and caused population
booming, opened up a new space and new frontier for the
commodity economy in world 2, and made the specialization
of work and mass production become possible. From then on,
human entered the industrial society. Herbert Simon ever said
that there are two things in the world that cannot be made into
commodities, and they are attention and credit. Due to the
limited rationality and cognitive ability of human, attention
and credit cannot be mass-produced and circulated. Nevertheless, from Google to Tmall, the present intelligent technology, especially the future blockchain intelligence, vividly
changes the attention and credit into new economic commodities which can be mass-produced and circulated. This is
just like advancing from agriculture to industry, which is the
advancement from world 1 to world 2, and now we must
continue to advance to world 3 from industry to intelligent
industry. In nature, this is just a great development in the
artificial world by utilizing the “new IT” (intelligent technology). New commodities and economic space generate in
this way, and the artificial world become the new space and
new frontier for incremental economic growth of the marginal utility, providing infinite new approaches for humankind to enhance the management efficiency [14]. Intelligent
economics formed from the specialization of work in the
classical economics to the division of work between human
and machines in the modern economics. Until the division of
work between virtuality and reality in the parallel economics,
the development of smart society had a specified direction—
big economy of intelligence (BEI) [14].
Since 2004, we have started the study on the parallel
economics [15]. The basic equation which changed the supply–demand philosophy was proposed in terms of the Newton-Merton antithesis [16], the traditional Say’s law of market
and Keynesian law of market was brought into unity, and the
parallel supply–demand relation was shaped at last. In this
way, the two contrary claims that “supply creates its own
demand” in the Say’s law of market and “demand creates its
own supply” in the Keynesian law of market were unified
with the parallelism. With the market virtuality, software, or
digital twins, supply created actual demand mainly in the
physical market, and demand created artificial supply mainly
in the artificial market, making the supply-side reform and

demand-side reform unified and opposite, and shaping the
self-consistent balance indicated by the parallel supply–
demand equation. Meanwhile, the parallel supply–demand
equation also indicated that the mathematical chaos-type
disorder generated the vast majority of the supply–demand
systems. Therefore, the long-term stable supply–demand
balance cannot be maintained only by technical means.

4 Parallel philosophy: from “being” and
“becoming” to “believing”
As being revealed in the discussion of the supply–demand
issue in the intelligent economics, we must soberly recognize
that it is far from enough to only use intelligent technology in
the intelligent age. The new thinking and new philosophy
matching with the new age are required, and a new social
paradigm must be created. However, what is the new philosophy in the intelligent age? Where are the new points? In
the western culture, both philosophy and science are originated from the same person—Thales, “the top of seven sages” in ancient Greece, who has been honored as the first
ancestor of philosophy and science. His most famous saying
is “everything has been originated from water.” However,
Heraclitus, the successor of Thales, believed that “everything
has been originated from fire” and stressed “becoming” and
“everything is moving.” Heraclitus insisted that “people
cannot step twice into the same river,” making “becoming”
become the core category of philosophy. Therefore, Heraclitus is regarded as the earliest “process philosopher.” Contrary to “becoming,” the later ancient Greek philosopher
Parmenides believed that “being” was eternity, immobility,
continuous indivisibility, and the only truth, and only the
abstracted idea can be thought over. In his opinion, “being” is
“the way of truth,” and “becoming” is “the way of view
point.” Therefore, Parmenides believe that there is no thought
beyond “being,” and the thing which is thought over and the
goal of thought are the same. Parmenides was the first philosopher to raise the thesis of “thought is the same as being,”
which is of the same nature as “I think, therefore I am” raised
by Descartes in modern times, so Parmenides was recognized
as the first ancestor of metaphysics and opener of philosophical thinking on by the later generations. From then on,
“being” and “becoming” have become two core philosophical categories that have continued to the present day. The
study on “being” and “becoming” is nearly all of the current
western philosophy.
The subject of western philosophy has been generated
from “being.” Especially, Kant’s “universal phenomenology,” Hegel’s “phenomenology of spirit,” Husserl’s “transcendental phenomenology,” Heidegger’s “phenomenology
of being,” and Merleau-Ponty’s “phenomenology of cognition” have created a huge and complicated philosophical
system about the descriptive knowledge from the idealism to
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materialism. From the Book of Changes on changes in the
ancient China to “becoming” idea founded by Heraclitus,
there nearly has been no independent philosophical system of
which the subject is “becoming,” and most of the philosophical systems are connected to or cannot be separated
from “being.” However, the process philosophy of Whitehead [17] is worthy of special attention. The core of the process philosophy is that, it is believed that “actual existence is
a process of change,” and “change is the creative progress
towards novelty.” Whitehead pushed Aristotle’s “Effective
Causality” towards “Singular Causality” from the materialism to organic realism by focusing on “creativity,” and
founded “Organic Philosophy” in the process of change,
which may become the core of the philosophical system of
the predictive knowledge about “becoming” [17].
To found a new philosophy for intelligent science and
technology from thinking, it is the time to introduce “believing” now. “Believing” is directly connected to turning
credit and attention into commodities. The gist of “believing”
is to make “being” “become” the goal state from the current
state, and make people “believe” that this process can become
a definite phenomenon (the essence of phenomenology) by
engineering and technical means. Moreover, the process of
phenomenon change from UDC to AFC mode must be describable, predictable, and guidable. For this reason, the new
philosophical system about the prescriptive knowledge for
“believing” must be found.
Based on “real object” and “abstraction” or “virtual object” in Whitehead’s process philosophy, the current idea of
“digital twins,” and the holism and scientific realism of
Quine, the student of Whitehead [18], we have proposed parallel philosophy [19]. Parallel philosophy, as a world view
surrounding the “three worlds,” constructs parallel scenarios
and parallel spaces allowing parallel intersecting, entangling,

Fig. 6

and interacting between virtuality and reality, creates the
real-time embedded idea and mechanism in the feedback
closed-loop of the “real object” and “virtual object,” and
turns the grand Utopian social engineering of Hegel into the
simple and piecemeal social engineering advocated by Popper [20].
As shown in Fig. 6, the “three kinds of ideology,” “three
kinds of knowledge,” and “three philosophies” correspond to
the “three worlds,” and accordingly, there are also “three
kinds of intelligence”: ① algorithm intelligence in the
physical world; ② language intelligence (LI) in the mental
world; ③ imagination intelligence (II) in the artificial world,
as well as the corresponding generalized Godel’s intelligence
theorem and principle of precision. Algorithm intelligence is
far smaller than LI, and LI is far smaller than II. Uncertainty
of algorithm intelligence in the physical world, being unable
to explain clearly of LI in the mental world, and being unable
to think clearly of II in the artificial world are all deeply
connected with the “3C” principle (non-communicability,
non-comparability, and non-commensurability) advocated by
Kuhn in The Road Since Structure [21]. The “3C” principle in
some ways is just the philosophical version of Godel’s incompleteness theorem in the mathematics. The roots of “3C”
principle are the uncertainty, diversity, and complexity from
the linguistic “dictionary network and the multidimensional
structure” and imagined “consciousness network and the
multidimensional structure.”
Establishment of parallel philosophy must be supported
with parallel thinking and parallel cognition, which is the
only road from perception to philosophy, and then to science.
As has been pointed out by Engels, “the theoretical thinking
in every age, including this age, is the product of the history,
and it has totally different forms and contents in different
ages.”

Parallel philosophy: parallel interaction and entanglement between virtuality and reality and the prescriptive knowledge system
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Outlook

In the history of philosophy, when thinking over “monad,”
Leibniz believed that “Whatever is, is one.” Quine answered
Hamlet’s question of “To be or not to be”: “To be is to be a
value of a variable.” When studying Leibnitz, Russell felt the
diversity of monad, and sighed: “And whatever are, are
many.” George Boolos, a philosopher and logician, stated in
his article: “To be is to be some values of some variable.”
Nevertheless, everything is a process between extremities,
which is what Whitehead thought: “Whatever goes, goes in
process.” For us, the essence of the process is the eternal
parallel entangling process between virtuality and reality, so
we have “Whatever goes, goes in parallel.” Since then, from
Heidegger’s “being-in-the-world,” to “becoming-of-theworld,” and further to “believing-for-the-world, and from the
views of “in-the-between” to “among-the parallel,” we have
entered the “3B” philosophy of “being, believing, and becoming” and corresponding circular causality–I am, therefore, I believe; I believe, therefore, I think; I think, therefore I
am, as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 From circular causality to parallel causality of the “three
worlds”

More than seventy years ago, similar causality theories
gave rise to Wiener’s cybernetics and the prototype of computational intelligence based on the artificial neural network,
and the deep learning and AlphaGo were generated. We believe that the “new IT” will initiate and develop a new era in
the artificial world. Parallel philosophy will direct people’s
conventional object of thinking towards the ecosystem, and
integrate the natural ecology, social ecology, and knowledge
ecology in the “three worlds,” so as to advance to the parallel
ecology and federated ecology interacting between virtuality

and reality [22,23]. Parallel philosophy will further push human
development to the new circumstances of “6S”: safety in the
physical world, security in the network world, global development sustainability, sensitivity to privacy and personalized
individual development, full service, and social smartness.
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